
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Richard, a former Royal Marine reservist and the visionary behind Gravity
Industries, has defied gravity's limits with his jet-powered suit. His dream was to
revolu onise human flight by melding mind, body, and cu ng-edge technology.
The UK-based inventor discarded conven ons, powering his suit with six
compact yet mighty jet engines. Before taking flight, he spent 16 years as an Oil
Trader at BP, cra ing groundbreaking business deals worldwide, from Azerbaijan
to Mozambique and Russia. He forged trade rela ons with numerous na ons,
exhibi ng his talent beyond commerce. In the corporate sphere, Browning's
impact goes beyond his jet suit. He's a driving force in inves ng in emerging
technologies, boldly exploring, and scaling visionary business concepts. His
journey is a testament to resilience, innova on, and the pursuit of the
extraordinary.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Richard's inspiring story, vision for the future, and passion for pushing the
boundaries of human poten al have cap vated audiences worldwide, eleva ng
him to a highly respected and influen al figure in the field of innova on and
technology..

HOW HE PRESENTS:

A dynamic speaker, Richard captures his audiences with his insigh ul, memorable
and informa ve presenta ons. Richard is a popular speaker at events around the
globe.

Richard Browning, a visionary inventor and entrepreneur, has reshaped the avia on landscape with his groundbreaking Jet Suit,
turning the dream of personal flight into a thrilling reality.

Richard Browning
Founder & Chief Test Pilot of Gravity Industries Ltd

"The Real Life Iron Man"

Entrepreneurship
Innovation
Technology
Design & Manufacture
Inspiration
Adventure

2021 Taking on Gravity: A Guide to
Inventing the Impossible from
the Man Who Learned to Fly
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